Event Report – June 2020

1. Event name

Inauguration of the EBSB Club

2. Venue

University of Madras – Online Platform – CISCO WebEx

3. Date & Time

26 June 2020, 4:00 – 6:00 p.m.

4. State-Pair

Jammu & Kashmir

5. Brief about event

The EBSB Club was officially inaugurated at the University of Madras.

6. Report of the event

The EBSB club was inaugurated at the University of Madras by the Registrar, University of Madras in the presence of Dr. Lalitha Balakrishnan, Member Convener Committee - UNOM and Principal, M.O.P. Vaishnav College for Women, and Prof. A. Stephen, RUSA Coordinator, University of Madras. Dr. Fazlunnisa H, Assistant Professor, Department of Library & Information Science welcomed the distinguished guest, faculty members and students of the University of Madras. Following this, Prof A. Stephen, RUSA – Coordinator introduced the Convener and Coordinators of the EBSB Club. The EBSB Club was inaugurated with a special lecture from Prof. Afzal Wani, Director - Coordination, Guru Gobind Singh Indraprastha University, New Delhi. Prof Wani, being a Kashmiri was very articulate in introducing the state of
affairs of the state popularly termed as Paradise on Earth. His lecture began with a very positive note on understanding and respecting the views of people with different opinions, especially touching upon the Preamble of the Constitution of India. He touched upon the lively lives of the people of Jammu & Kashmir, though living amid tough conditions be it political or geographical. He kept the audience engaged introducing them to the art, culture and traditions of the Kashmiri people. He even drew anecdotes from his own life experiences and paid a rich tribute to his teacher. He concluded by emphasizing the words of poet Iqbal - Following his special lecture, we had Dr. Lalitha Balakrishnan motivating the youngsters and highlighting the importance of Parishram, Passion, Patience, Perseverance and Pride. The Registrar, University of Madras ensured the support of the University authorities in organizing and conducting programmes through the RUSA EBSB Club. Dr. Saraswathi thanked the distinguished guests and the audience for being part of the inauguration.

7. Brochure